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Comebuywide ice cream scoops Stainless Steel Ice Cream
Scooper with Easy Trigger
$8.99

Tax included.

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW
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Comebuywide ice cream Premium Ice Cream Scoop – Stainless Steel Ice Cream
Scooper with Easy Trigger, Cookie Spoon with Comfortable and Anti-Freeze Handle,
Perfect for Frozen Yogurt, Gelatos, Sundaes

【PERFECT SHAPES】The spherical spoon head designated to create the perfectly rounded scoops while the non-stick press down trigger can pop it off in

no effort.

【ERGONOMIC GRIP】The anti-freeze handle with specially engineered heat conduction path let you enjoy the premium feeling of stainless steel under just

right temperature.

【HEAVY DUTY SCOOP】Suitable for all kind of frozen delicious, such as gelatos, sundaes, and frozen yogurts. Thanks to the premium grade steel structure

and high standard quality control process, the Comebuywide is made to be used under variety range of working conditions, and possibly, will be the last scoop

you need to buy.

【MORE THAN ICE CREAM】Also perfect gadget to scoop melons and other fruit, fill peppers, make cupcakes, muffins, pancakes, cookie doughs, butters,

and more.

【EASY TO CLEAN】Dishwasher safe as your other regular kitchen utensils. With the non-sticky surface, residuals can be easily removed by simple flush of

water.

product description

With Comebuywide, your satisfaction is our top priority 

Before delivery to you, we strictly implement the quality control policy of each unit. This is just to ensure that the product you receive is intact, because we know that

your time is precious, so every moment should be enjoyable. 

Perfect shape 

Tired of crushing ice cream slices with a normal spoon? 

Try this Comebuywide, the spherical bowl head can make a perfect round spoon, making your frozen delicacy more attractive to your loved ones. 

Ice cream scoop with trigger 

Trigger release 

You don't need to worry about how to get the perfect round ball from the spoon. 

Press the trigger and place them completely from the spoon to your plate or cone, looking exactly the same. No other tools are needed. 

Not just ice cream 

Kitchen gadgets can achieve various applications beyond our imagination. 

For biscuits, it is also an ideal tool. You can put biscuit dough, melon and other fruits into pepper to make cakes, muffins, pancakes, butter, etc. 

Ice cream spoon stainless steel 

Easy to clean 

Don't hesitate after use. The residue can be easily removed by rinsing with water. 

Or, just put it in the dishwasher, don't worry, let the machine do the work. 

Thanks to the food-grade stainless steel design, it can ensure that all surfaces are basically non-sticky and dishwasher safe.

Product details

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer：No 

Manufacturer :Comebuywide 
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